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- new - beta 1.1, uncapped, available on xbox 360 today] 1-2-3, demo in the multiplayer maps and untrimmed demo in the single player maps. we've finally finished trimming the demo on xbox 360 and are uploading it to the xbox live store! you will now be able to get it straight away from the xbox live store (or by going to your xbox's dashboard) even if you have not bought or registered your
copy of the game. multiplayer will be in beta for two months. it'll still be capped on the xbox, but if you buy the game you'll be able to play it fully uncapped, that is, you'll be able to send any amount of resources into the map with no time limit. sorry about the confusion, we will be working on a forum post shortly. the ctars client in multiplayer beta will be available to play if you have not
already installed it and it has not been updated with the beta patch. we are also not introducing any new kinds of multiplayer gametypes to the beta. we are still limiting the number of players that can play on each map at the same time (so a solo player can play with no limit) and we are also introducing a cap of just two players on a deathmatch map (it used to be possible to have unlimited
players). we are also testing a couple of new builds (win32/x64) of our software, which can be installed if you are on a version that is lower than the build we are testing. see the patch notes on our forums for a list of everything. updates: the "a" string is now in the keygen. that is a side effect of the recent changes, though the changes have been taking place for a while now. the string will not be
in the keygen file in the final version, the string only changes if you use the keygen file before a build. this means you don't need to worry about a keygenerator not working for you if you use the keygen file on a previous build. the first beta build of the next version of the client (which will ship with the game and be available to play immediately after release) is available now on windows. we
are planning to ship a build for mac and linux shortly after release. we've released the first beta of the game on xbox live. everyone can now start playing the game on xbox live and the beta servers (if you
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